Download Apartment Turnover Cleaning Prices
Sampling of pricing I was paid to clean apartment turnovers: One complex paid me $110 for a one bed, $120 for
a two bed & $130 for a three bed. One complex paid me $130 for a one bed, $140 for a two and $150 for a three
bed. As you can see, the prices are all over the place. That’s just the way it worked out.Best Apartment and
Condo Cleaning in Washington DC, Arlington VA, Bethesda, Hyattsville and other MD Cities.Apartment
Cleaning Prices. The average cost for a small 1-bedroom, 1-bathroom apartment cleaning is $75 for standard
cleaning and $110 for a move out clean. For a large 3-bedroom, 2-bathroom apartment cleaning, prices start at
$135 for standard cleaning, and go up to $180 or more for a deep or move out clean.* The indicated hours is an
approximate cleaning time for total combined hours between all cleaners for the specified unit size in normal
condition. When cleaning exceeds estimated hours due to size or condition, the additional cleaning time is
charged at rate of $40.00/hour per each cleaner with customer's prior approval.Most apartment turnover
contractors are limited to cleaning or painting alone. TurnCorp is a turn-key, full service turnover contractor that
can get you back to renting your apartments much faster. We understand the need for a prompt turnover.Moveout apartment cleaning. Most cleaners don’t set specific prices for move-out cleaning because a 700-square-foot
apartment may be much dirtier than a 1,000-square-foot apartment that has been better maintained. H2O
Professional Cleaning Services has move-out cleaning fees that start at $150–$180+ for one or two bedroom
apartments.842 Apartment Cleaning Turnover jobs available on Indeed.com. Apply to Janitor, Cleaner, Help
Wanted and more! Apartment Cleaning Turnover Jobs, Employment | Indeed.com Skip to Job Postings , Search
CloseCleaning apartment turnovers is NEVER going to be fun, that’s just a fact. To top it all off, you have to
factor in the unpredictability of it all. You may not get a turnover for a week, then have 5 to do in just a day or
two.Providing an apartment cleaning service is a great way of starting a lucrative business and offering a
valuable service to individuals and owners who rent apartments often and have a high turnover rate.- Apartment
Turnovers, Inc. Apartment Turnovers Continues to set the standard for turnover solutions. With more than 200
staff members and 100 vehicles on the road, ATI performs more than 300 Turnover Services Daily! Thank you
for being a part of our story!

